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SYNOPSIS
Trench town is known worldwide because of its music. It is
recognized as the birthplace of Reggae, Ska, and Dance Hall. Even
with its musical and other cultural successes, Trench Town is
also a place where tremendous social and economic barriers have
isolated most of its residents and much of surrounding West
Kingston from the rest of the country. Despite this separation,
Trench Town and the surrounding communities continue to have a
significant cultural and political impact on all of Jamaica.
Trench Town is often described a ghetto or a squatter community
which brings to mind shacks and shantytowns. However, it is
actually a highly designed community that was built by teams of
architects and city planners, but its current state masks much of
the original design.
These small living quarters with shared courtyards fostered much
of the musical and cultural heritage for which Jamaica is known
worldwide. City workers provided services, schools were built,
and the first large movie theater in Kingston opened there.
Trench Town was a model for lower income housing with utopian
aspirations for a colony on the verge of becoming an independent
nation.
Following independence in 1962, efforts to gain more
parliamentary seats affected plans for the community. New housing
was built to increase the numbers of political supporters of
whichever party controlled the government at the time. The design
of the buildings changed from a model that supported the people
who lived there to one that supported those in power. The
political shifts of the nation are mapped in the buildings; the
once communal atmosphere became divided and delineated by
partisan lines.
The first gunshots between political rivals from these
neighborhoods were fired in Trench Town in 1976. That violence
persists today through an established system of gangs and power
structures that connect the most impoverished neighborhoods in
the capital with the highest levels of government.
The history of Trench Town is the history of Jamaica.
The documentary follows interviews and scenes of life from within
the yards and surrounding neighborhoods. Many older inhabitants

of Trench Town were born there and witnessed the entire history.
Their interviews contain glimpses of the Trench Town of the past
and follow its transition into the Trench Town of today. For
residents who grew up after 1976, perceptions and life are
markedly different. The film traverses from First to Seventh
street through the maze of holes in the walls separating the
yards that were created when it was too dangerous to walk on
streets. It stops along the way to consider the conditions that
created the Trench Town of today.
The interviews also spread to London following Michael Smith, who
fled along with fellow community leaders during the 1990’s in
order to stay alive. Many of his fellow activists would become
victims of gang violence.
The documentary weaves together these social, architectural, and
political histories and allows residents of Trench Town to tell
their own stories.

PRODUCTION
Born in Trench Town began unexpectedly and has evolved over the
years. The creators did not realize the scope and the
significance of the stories they would find when they started. On
those first trips, they gathered many personal accounts that
comprise a very compelling and troubled history of the place. It
is a history fraught with violence that sprang from political
rivalry more than 30 years ago, and whose legacy persists today.
This documentary has grown from a series of short films and video
installations. This process has provided a way to connect the
dots across many hours of footage and to piece together a feature
length documentary.
This project is unique; it is the result of many years of work on
the part of the work of a handful of very dedicated people. The
documentary was created in collaboration with Dixon Myers and
Jamaican architect Christopher Whyms-Stone who have dedicated
many years to rebuilding Trench Town. It is through their work
that the people of Trench Town have allowed the creation of this
documentary.

STATUS
Born in Trench Town is set to premiere in the United Kingdom at
the One Love Reggae Festival in Kent. The documentary will be
shown in Kingston September 12 and the Birmingham Museum of Art,
in Alabama September 28.
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CREW
Greg Pond (director): Greg Pond is a visual and sound artist living
in tennessee. He was a founding member of Fugitive Projects and
has worked as a freelance curator and juror for various
institutions in the US and abroad. His work has been shown
internationally in various exhibitions, live performances, and
screenings in New York, Basel, Cairo, Austin, Portland, Chicago,
St. Louis, Dublin, Galway, Nashville, and Memphis. He is an
assistant professor of art at the University of the South.
http://gregpond.net/
Dixon Myers (executive producer): S. Dixon Myers is the Coordinator
of Outreach at Sewanee: The University of the South. His distinctive
pilotage lies in experiential education in the Caribbean and the
American South. Life and extended travels in these regions, reflect an
ardent passion for story telling, understanding and teaching of these
multi-faceted cultures.
Christopher Whyms-Stone (researcher): Chris is the author of the
papers, “A Residential Arrangement: the usefulness of the tenement
yard in the design of social housing” and “Government Yards of Trench
Town.” Chris was the chief architect in 1999-2000 of the “renovation
of 6 & 8, First Street in Trench Town. He is co-founder of the
architectural firm Cornerstone Design in Kingston.
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